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A Kleene Theoremfor Regular Piture LanguagesOliver MatzInstitut f�ur Informatik, Universit�at Kiel, Germanymatz�ti.informatik.uni-kiel.deFebruary 16, 2007AbstratWe onsider the lass of regular piture languages, whih is the two-dimensionalanalog to the well-known lass of regular (word) languages as de�ned by regularexpressions. We present an automaton model that haraterizes the lass of regularpiture languages, similar to the famous Kleene theorem that haraterizes the lassof regular piture languages by non-deterministi �nite state automata.The two onatenations (alled \row"- and \olumn"-onatenation) for piturelanguages are partial beause they require mathing height or width, respetively.However, we show that for the de�nition of regular piture languages, the partialnessof the onatenations is irrelevant in the sense that every regular expression an beonverted into a regular expression during whose evaluation no piture gets disardedbeause of that partialness.We onlude that for every regular piture languages, its \front" (i.e., the set oftop rows of its pitures) is a regular word language.1 IntrodutionConsiderable e�ort has been made in the reent years to investigate whih results from well-known formal language theory an be preserved when onsidering pitures (i.e., arrays)rather than words. See for example [GR96, GRST96, Wil97, LS97, AGM04, AGM05,AM05, Mat97, Mat98℄. Most authors onentrate an the transfer of the results about thelass of regular word languages. The notion of tiling-systems has been introdued andis usually onsidered the natural adaption of the notion of non-deterministi �nite stateautomata to pitures. This is beause there are several equivalent variants of this notion,see [IN77, LS94, GR96℄ and the lass has relatively strong losure properties. The lass ofpiture languages reognized by tiling-systems is alled tiling-reognizable.However, there is a number of reasons why I think that this lass is \too large". Firstly, itontains piture languages that should not be alled \reognizable". For example, for everylinear bounded automaton A (a Turing mahine that never exeeds its input area), theset of pitures that (in the straightforward way) enode a run of A is tiling-reognizable.1



This implies in partiular that the emptiness problem is undeidable for tiling-systems.Seondly, the membership problem is NP-omplete. Thirdly, it ontains the language ofall squares over fa; bg with equally many a's and b's as well as some other languages thatdo not \feel �nite-state", see [Rei98℄. Fourthly, it is far larger than the lass of regularpiture languages as de�ned by regular expressions (or, equivalently, by losure properties,see below).There is a natural interest in a Kleene-like theorem for piture languages. This task isusually understood as: strengthen the power of regular expressions so that they apturetiling-systems in expressive power. One easy way to ahieve this is to add intersetionas well as alphabet projetion to the regular expression side, i.e., one onsiders the lassREG\(�) of piture language over � that ontains the singleton languages and is losedunder row- and olum onatenation and -losure as well as under union and intersetion.Then an easy (and not Kleene-like) proof shows that for every tiling-system T there existsa (potentially very large) alphabet � and a language L 2 REG\(�) suh that the piturelanguage reognized by T is the image of L under some alphabet projetion de�ned on �.However, having both intersetion and projetion destroys the assembling harater ofregular expressions, so the above is not really a Kleene-like theorem.Position Pushdown AutomataWe onsider the lass REG of piture languages over � that ontains the singleton lan-guages and is losed under row- and olum onatenation and -losure as well as underunion.In my opinion, this lass REG of regular piture languages is very promising for pratialappliations beause its emptiness- and membership problem are deidable in polynomialtime and it is simple enough to be understood by humans.As far as I know, there is no Kleene-like theorem1 for the lass of regular piture languages,i.e., no automaton model that aptures this lass. In this paper, we investigate suh anautomation model, the so-alled position pushdown piture automata (PPPA). We startwith an informal desription of PPPA and their operation. Formal de�nitions an be foundin the next setion.How a PPPA works When a PPPA sans an input piture, it starts with its headplaed on the input symbol in the top left orner. The PPPA proeeds stepwise, sanningeah ell exatly one.After eah step, the \input-front" between those ells that have been sanned and thosethat will be sanned is given by a zig-zag line from the left or bottom edge right-upwardsto the right or top edge of the input piture (see Figure 1).This front is established by one or more ells that are the \inside-orners" right fromand below that line, one of whih is the head position. In Figure 1, there are four suhinside-orners: the head position is marked by a \�" and the other ones by a \�".1[Mat95℄ suggests an adaption of right-linear grammars from word languages to piture languages.These grammars apture regular piture languages in expressive power, whih might be interpreted as aKleene-like theorem. However, these grammars do not translate to an automaton model as easily as theright-linear grammars do. 2
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Figure 1: The \input-front" of a piture while being sanned by a PPPA. The hathedarea has already been sanned.(1) � ! ��(2) � ! �(3) �� ! ��(4) �� ! �
(5) � ! ��(6) � ! �(7) �� ! ��(8) �� ! �Figure 2: The possible loal modi�ations of the input-front.In eah step, the PPPA sans the symbol of the ell that its head is plaed on, therebyadding that ell to the sanned part right/above the input-front. Then it plaes its headon a new inside-orner lose to the former head position.By this modi�ation, the number of inside-orners may be either inremented, dere-mented, or left unhanged. Figure 2 skethes the possible input-front modi�ations thePPPA performs during a single step. The zig-zag line indiates a fragment of the input-front, the ross at the dots indiate the head position and neighbored inside-orners.Sine these loal modi�ations of the input-front depend only on the head position and thetwo neighbored inside-orners of the input-front, we may think of these inside-orners asbeing stored on two staks: the left stak stores the inside-orners left and below the head,whereas the right stak stores the inside-orners right and above the head. The stak topof eah stak is its inside-orner losest to the head.Just like ordinary NFA, a PPPA has a �nite set of states to ontrol its operation. Aon�guration of a PPPA is given by the input front together with an assignment of inside-orners to states, i.e., the mentioned two staks store one state together with eah inside-orner.In order to ensure that the PPPA do not exeed the lass of regular piture languages in3



expressive power, we have to add the following onstraint to the de�nition of PPPA. Theremust be a quasi-ordering on the set of states, and the states on the two staks at a giventime are also stritly ordered by this quasi-ordering.Among the symbols on the two staks, the one with the smallest state is always one ofthe two stak tops and it is the only one that may be popped. This way, these two staksbehave very muh like a single one.See De�nition 2.3 below for a formal de�nition of the step relation.Pitures, Periodiity, and AlternationApart from the automata, this paper ontributes also a few results about the struture ofthe lass of regular piture languages. It has been shown in [Mat97℄ that for every regularpiture language, the set of sizes of its pitures (as a set of pairs of natural numbers) is a�nite union of Cartesian produts of ultimately periodi subsets of N .It is well-known that the lass of regular piture languages is not losed under intersetion.However, in this paper we show that for every regular piture language L and every Carte-sian produt X of ultimately periodi subsets of N , the set of all pitures of L whose sizeis in X is regular. We onlude that the partialness of the onatenations is not essentialfor the de�nition of regular piture languages.2 De�nitions2.1 Pitures and Piture LanguagesThroughout the paper, we onsider a �xed �nite alphabet �. A piture P over � is anarray over �, i.e., a mapping of the form f0; : : : ; m�1g�f0; : : : ; n�1g ! � withm;n � 1.For suh a piture, m (or n) are alled the height (or width, respetively) and are denotedby P (or jP j, respetively). We identify a word over � with a piture of height 1 in thestraightforward way. A piture language (over �) is a set of pitures over �.Although it is ommon pratie and sometimes onvenient, we do not onsider an \emptypiture" that serves as a neutral element in both onatenations.We de�ne two partial onatenations on the set of pitures. For two pitures P;R over �,the olumn onatenation P � R (or row onatenation P 
R, respetively) is de�ned i�P = R (or jP j = jRj, respetively) by the result of juxtaposing R to the right (or to thebottom, respetively) of P . The result is a piture of length jP j+ jRj (or of height P +R,respetively).As usual, these partial onatenations may be lifted to total operations on piture lan-guages. These operations may be iterated as follows: For a piture language L, the ol-umn losure L�+ (or the row losure L
+, respetively) is de�ned as the smallest piturelanguage that is a superset of L and is losed under olumn onatenation (or row on-atenation, respetively).The lass of regular piture languages over � (denoted REG(�)) is the smallest lass ofpiture languages over � that ontains all singleton languages whose element is a 1 � 1-piture and that is losed under row onatenation, olumn onatenation, row losure,olumn losure, and union. 4



This way, the lass of regular piture languages is the natural two-dimensional extension ofthe lass of regular piture languages. In this paper, we do not onsider syntati notionssuh as regular piture expressions, so there is no need to introdue them here, althoughthis is straightforward.2.2 Automata on PituresFor a given quasi-ordering � we will always write � for the equivalene relation � \ �,and set < := �n�. If � is a quasi-ordering on the set Q and q 2 Q, then [q℄� (or [q℄ forshort) denotes the equivalene lass of q wrt. �.The two distint symbols d; r represent the two diretions down and right. A positionpushdown piture automaton (PPPA for short) is a tuple (Q;�; q0;�; F; �;�), where� Q is a �nite set of states not ontaining the speial symbol >. We write bQ = Q[f>g.� � is a reexive, transitive relation on Q. It is extended to bQ by de�ning q � > forall q 2 bQ.� q0 2 Q is the initial state,� F � [q0℄ is the set of �nal states,� � : Q! fd; rg� � � Q� �� bQ� bQ,with the following onditions:� For all (q; a; d; r) 2 � we have d < r _ r < d.� �(q) = �(q0) for all q; q0 2 Q with q � q0.� For all q; q0 2 Q there is a q00 2 Q with q; q0 � q00.� q0 is maximal in Q wrt. �.For tehnial onveniene, we need to extend the domain of a piture. The extended domainof P is dom0P = domP [ f(P;�1); (�1; jP j)g.Let P be a piture. Consider the alphabet � = f(q; i; j) j q 2 Q; (i; j) 2 domPg [f(>;�1; jP j); (>; P ;�1)g. For a symbol (q; i; j) 2 � we de�ne state(q; i; j) = q, andol(q; i; j) = i, and row(q; i; j) = j. In the ontext of stak ontent, the �rst symbol ofa non-empty word � is denoted top(�) and referred to as stak top. The last symbol isreferred to as stak bottom.For a word � over �, we de�nestate(�) = � state(top(�)) if � 6= "> elserow(�) = � row(top(�)) if � 6= "1 elseol(�) = � ol(top(�)) if � 6= "1 else5



De�nition 2.1 A P -on�guration of A is a tuple (P; h; �m : : : �1; �n : : : �1), where m;n �0 and h; �m; : : : ; �1; �n; : : : ; �1 2 � with the following propertiesstate(h) < state(�m) < : : : < state(�1) � >row(h) < row(�m) < : : : < row(�1) � Pol(h) > ol(�m) > : : : > ol(�1) � �1state(h) < state(�n) < : : : < state(�1) � >row(h) > row(�n) > : : : > row(�1) � �1ol(h) < ol(�n) < : : : < ol(�1) � jP jIf m � 1, then: state(�1) = >$ row(�1) = P $ ol(�1) = �1$�(q0) = dIf n � 1, then: state(�1) = >$ row(�1) = �1$ ol(�1) = jP j$ �(q0) = r �Figure 3 skethes a few on�gurations that an automaton might reah during a run, inpartiular the ordering of the stak symbols in the above de�nition.Intuitively, q is the urrent state and (i; j) is the urrent head position of the PPPA. Thetwo staks ontrol a searh of the PPPA. The meaning is the following: Any ell (i; j)has already been visited i� there is a symbol  2 fh; �m; : : : ; �1; �n; : : : ; �1g suh that(i � ol() ^ j < row()) _ (i < ol() ^ j � row()).Remark 2.2 Let A be a PPPA. Let � = (P; (q; i; j); �; �) be a on�guration with q 2 [q0℄and �(q0) = r. Sine q is maximal in Q wrt. �, De�nition 2.1 implies i = 0 and � = ". Inother words, the states in [q0℄ an only be used in the top row. �The initial P -on�guration of A is� (P; (q0; 0; 0); (>; P ;�1); "), if �(q0) = r, or� (P; (q0; 0; 0); "; (>;�1; jP j), if �(q0) = d.A �nal P -on�guration of A is of the form� (P; (f; 0; jP j); (>; P ;�1); "), if �(q0) = r, or� (P; (f; P ; 0); "; (>;�1; jP j), if �(q0) = d,for some �nal state f 2 F . In other words, a PPPA has reahed a �nal on�guration if ithas sanned the whole input, reestablished the initial stak ontents, and plaed the headjust outside the piture in the top row (or left olumn, respetively).Me may now proeed with the formal de�nition of how a PPPA modi�es its on�gurationin one of the ways skethed in Figure 2.De�nition 2.3 Let A be a PPPA and P be a piture over �. The step relation ` ofA on the set of P -on�gurations is de�ned as follows. Let � = (P; (q; i; j); �; �) be a6
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Figure 3: Some intermediate on�gurations of a PPPA with 0 < 1 � 10 < 2 < 3 < 4 < 5 �q0 and �(0) = �(2) = �(3) = �(5) = �(q0) = r and �(1) = �(4) = d. The urrent stateis marked by a irle. The states are popped from the two staks in asending order. Thelast on�guration is a �nal on�guration in ase 5 is a �nal state.
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on�guration and (q; P (i; j); d; r) 2 � be a transition. Set�0 := 8<: (d; i+ 1; j)� if d < state(�) ^ i + 1 < row(�);� if d = state(�) ^ i + 1 = row(�);? else;� 0 := 8<: (r; i; j + 1)� if r < state(�) ^ j + 1 < ol(�);� if r = state(�) ^ j + 1 = ol(�);? else:The suessor on�guration �0 of � under transition (q; P (i; j); d; r) is de�ned i� both �0and � 0 are de�ned, namely as follows:If state(�0) < state(� 0), then deompose �0 as �0 = h0�00 and set �0 := (P; h0; �00; � 0).If state(�0) > state(� 0), then deompose � 0 as � 0 = h0� 00 and set �0 := (P; h0; �0; � 00).We write � ` �0 i� �0 is the suessor on�guration of � under some transition. As usual,`� denotes the reexive and transitive losure of ` . �The step relation indeed preserves the invariant for on�gurations stated in De�nition 2.1.Intuitively, the meaning of a transition (q; a; d; r) is the following: When in state q andthe urrent ell ontains letter a, then two stak symbols are reated: Firstly, the bottomneighbor ell is ombined with d, and seondly, the right neighbor ell is ombined with r.Then a spei� push operation is performed that may temporarily push the �rst symbolon the left stak and the seond on the right stak. Suh a push-operation fails if the freshsymbol \overtakes" the former stak top of its stak. However, suh a push-operationauses the fresh symbol to silently vanish if it mathes the former stak top, and it is anordinary push operation if is ompatible with the former stak ontent.To illustrate this, please refer to Figure 2: the fresh symbol for the left stak vanishes inpatterns (2), (4), (7), and (8); the fresh symbol for the right stak vanishes in pattern (3),(4), (6), and (8).After these zero, one, or two temporary stak modi�ations, the smaller of the two staksymbols is popped from its stak and provides for a new state and head position. Notethat this head position may, but need not, be a neighbor ell of the previous head position.In Figure 2, the smaller stak symbol is provided by the right stak in patterns (1)-(4) andby the left stak in patterns (5)-(8)This way, the automaton proeeds. In order to aept its input, it must terminate eitherby moving its head onto the topmost ell beyond the right edge of the piture (in ase�(q0) = r) or onto the leftmost ell beyond the bottom edge of the piture (in ase �(q0) =d), in eah ase reahing a �nal state.A sequene of P -on�gurations �0 ` : : : ` �m is alled a run on P if �0 is initial and �mis �nal. We say that the PPPA A aepts a piture P if there is a run on P . The set of allpitures aepted by A is alled the piture language reognized by A and is denoted L(A).In the remainder, we will often have two or three PPPAs under onsideration and usedeorations to distinguish them. By onvention, if the PPPA is denoted e.g. A0, then q00denotes its initial state. Likewise, the orresponding notions �0, �0, [q℄0, �0, `0 et. arethen impliitly de�ned with their obvious meanings. The analogous onvention applies ifthe PPPA is named A1 or the like. 8



Remark 2.4 For the operation of a PPPA, the ontent of formerly sanned or non-sannedinput does not a�et its operation: Suppose �(q0) = r and a piture of the form P =P1 � P2 � P3 and suppose(P; (q; 0; jP1j); (>; P ;�1); ") `� (P; (p; 0; jP1 � P2j); (>; P ;�1); ");i.e., when started with initial stak ontents at the top left ell of the \in�x" piture P2,the PPPA A onsumes that in�x piture ompletely and thereby re-establishes the initialstak ontents and reahes state p. Let P 01; P 03 be pitures of same height as P and letP 0 = P 01 � P2 � P 03. Then we have(P 0; (q; 0; jP 01j); (>; P 0;�1); ") `� (P 0; (p; 0; jP 01 � P2j); (>; P 0;�1); "):This is beause by de�nition of the step relation, the head an never visit a ell in dom(P1)or outside dom(P1 � P2) in the intermediate steps of the above hains of on�gurations.The statement remains true if one or more of P1; P2; P3; P 01; P 03 are \empty pitures", i.e.,vanish. (Here is a point in this paper where it would be nier to allow for empty pitures.)�Example 2.5 We onsider the alphabet � = fa; bg and the set L of pitures of evenheight that have only a's in row 0; 2; 4; : : : and only b's in rows 1; 3; : : :. ThusL = ((fag
 fbg)
+)�+ = (fag�+ 
 fbg�+)
+:Similarly to the two strategies (olumn-wise and line-wise, respetively) that the above\regular expressions" use to assemble L, we give two distint PPPA that reognize thislanguage.Let A1 = (f0; 1; 2g;�; 0;�1; f0g; �1;�1), with �1(0) = r, �1(1) = �1(2) = d, 1 �1 2 <1 0,and �1 given by the following table: 0 a 1 01 b 2 02 a 1 01 b > 0Then A is a PPPA that sans pitures olumn-wise and reognizes L.Let A2 = (f0; 1; 2; 3g;�; 0;�2; f0g; �2;�2), where �2(q) = d i� q is even, and the quasi-ordering is given by 3 �2 1 < 2 �2 0, and �2 is given by the following table:0 a 2 11 a 2 11 a 2 >2 b 0 33 b 0 33 b 0 >Then A2 is a PPPA that sans pitures line-wise and reognizes L, too. Apparently, L anbe sanned both line-wise and olumn-wise. �9



3 Regular Piture Languages and AutomataThe main ontributions of this paper are the following two theorems, stating that the lassof regular piture languages is haraterized by PPPA.Theorem 3.1 Every regular piture language is reognized by some PPPA. �Theorem 3.2 Every piture language reognized by some PPPA is regular. �To prepare the proof of Theorem 3.1 we state a few lemmas.Lemma 3.3 Let A be a PPPA with �(q0) = r. The set L of pitures of height 1 aeptedby A is a regular word language. �Proof L is reognized by the non-deterministi �nite state automaton (NFA) (Q;�; q0;�0; F ), with transition relation�0 = f(q; a; r) j (q; a;>; r) 2 �g;whih is easy to see. �For a PPPA, the hain height is the maximal length n of a hain of the form q0 > q1 > ::: >qn�1. In other words, it is the height of the tree that � indues on the set of �-equivalenelasses of Q.Example 3.4 Every regular word language is reognized by a PPPA with hain height 1.�Proof Let L be a regular word language. Choose an NFA A = (Q;�; q0;�; F ) thatreognizes L. Then L is reognized by the PPPA A0 = (Q;�; q0;�0; F; �;�), where 8q 2Q : �(q) = r, � = Q�Q, and �0 = f(q; a;>; r) j (q; a; r) 2 �g: �From the above example it follows that for every letter a 2 �, the singleton piturelanguage fag is reognized by the two-state PPPA(f0; 1g;�; 0; f(0; a;>; 1)g; f1g; �;�);where �(0) = �(1) = r and � = f0; 1g � f0; 1g.The following lemma is this paper's tehnially most ompliated one. Intuitively, it showsthat the \outermost iteration diretion" of a PPPA an be hanged from d to r for theost of a hain height inrease by one.Lemma 3.5 Let A be a PPPA with �(q0) = d. There is an equivalent PPPA A0 whosehain height is one heigher than that of A and with �0(q00) = r. �
10



Proof We may assume w.l.o.g. that � does not ontain any tuple of the form (q; a;>; r)beause suh a tuple is irrelevant if �(q0) = d.Let q00; f be two symbols not in Q, and hoose A0 = (Q[fq00; fg;�; q00;�0; ffg; �0;�0) with�0(q) := � �(q) if q 2 Q;r if q 2 fq00; fg;q �0 q0 :, q � q0 _ q0 2 fq00; fg;�0 := f(q0; a; d0; r0) j 9(q; a; d; r) 2 � :(q0 = q _ (q0 = q00 ^ q = q0))^ (d0 = d _ (d0 = > ^ d 2 F ))^ (r0 = r _ (r = > ^ r0 = f))g:One easily veri�es that A0 is indeed a PPPA and its hain height is one heigher than thatof A.To see that L(A) = L(A0), let P 2 L(A).First we treat the ase jP j = 1. For abbreviation, set m = P . Then there existstates q1; : : : ; qm and on�gurations �0; : : : ; �m suh that �0 ` : : : ` �m, and for ev-ery i 2 f0; : : : ; mg we have �i = (P; (qi; i; 0); "; (>;�1; 1)), and qm 2 F . This implies(qi; P (i; 0); qi+1;>) 2 � for every i 2 f0; : : : ; m� 1g. Choose�00 = (P; (q00; 0; 0); (>; m;�1); ");�0i = (P; (qi; i; 0); (>; m;�1); (f; 0; 1)) for every i 2 f1; : : :m� 1g;�0m = (P; (f; 0; 1); (>; m;�1); "):Then �00 `0 �01 beause (q00; P (0; 0); q1; f) 2 �0. For every i 2 f1; : : :m � 2g we have�0i `0 �0i+1 beause (qi; P (i; 0); qi+1; f) 2 �0. Besides, �0m�1 `0 �0m beause (qm�1; P (m �1; 0);>; f) 2 �0. Thus we have �00 `0� �0m and thus P 2 L(A0).Now we treat the ase jP j > 1. For abbreviation, let m = P � jP j. By hoie of P thereexist P -on�gurations �0; : : : ; �m suh that �0 ` : : : ` �m and �0 is initial, �m is �nal,�i = (P; (qi; yi; xi); �i; �i(>;�1; jP j)):The last step must pop the stak symbol (qm; P ; 0) from the left stak (beause �(qm) =�(q0) = d), thus �m�1 is of the form (P; (qm�1; P � 1; jP j � 1); (qm; P ; 0); (>;�1; jP j).Among the m � 1 preeding steps, there are two ritial ones. Firstly, the step k wherethe head leaves position (P � 1; 0) and the symbol (qm�1; P ; 0) is pushed onto the leftstak, and seondly, the step l where the head leaves position (0; jP j � 1). In the on�g-urations �k; : : : ; �m�1, the bottom symbol of the left stak is (qm; P ; 0). In the preedingon�gurations �0; : : : ; �k�1, the left stak is empty. Choose on�gurations �00; : : : ; �0m asfollows: �00 = (P; (q00; 0; 0); (>; P ;�1); "))�0m = (P; (f; P ; 0); (>; P ;�1); "))and, for i 2 f1; : : : ; m� 1g,�0i = � (P; (qi; yi; xi); �0i(>; P ;�1); �i) if i < l(P; (qi; yi; xi); �0i(>; P ;�1); �i(f; 0; jP j)) if i >= l;11



where �0i results from �i by removing the symbol (qm; P ; 0) if i � k. We wish to show�00 `0 : : : `0 �0m.In step k, the new automaton A0 does not push the symbol (qm; P ; 0) onto the left (empty)stak as A does in its run, but it rather exploits the transition (qm; P (ym; xm);>; qm+1) 2 �0and that the left top stak symbol has state >.In step l, the new automaton A0 does not see a right stak top symbol as A does in its run,but it rather pushes the symbol (f; 0; jP j) onto an empty stak.In the remaining steps, A0 an work like A does beause the modi�ation of the quasi-ordering �0 does not interfere with any of those steps. This shows that P 2 L(A0) andthus ompletes the proof that L(A) � L(A0).Conversely, let P 2 L(A0). Again, set m = P � jP j. There exist P -on�gurations �00; : : : ; �0msuh that �00 is initial, �0m is �nal, and �00 `0 : : : `0 �0m.We know that �00 = (P; (q00; 0; 0); (>; P ;�1); ") and �0m = (P; (f; 0; jP j); (>; P ;�1); "). Theremaining on�gurations �01; : : : ; �0m�1 annot have states in fq00; fg beause q00 appears onlyin the �rst omponent of transitions and f only in the last. Thus �0i is, for i 2 f1; : : : ; m�1g,of the form �0i = (P; (qi; yi; xi); �i(>; P ;�1); �i) for qi 2 Q, (yi; xi) 2 dom0P , and (possiblyempty) stak symbol words �i, �i.The proof for the ase P = 1 is simple and omitted.Now we treat the ase P > 1. Then the symbol (f; 0; jP j) is popped from the right stakin the last step. Among the preeding m � 1 steps, there are two ritial ones; �rstly,step k where the head leaves position (P � 1; 0) and seondly, step l where the head leavesposition (0; jP j � 1) and the symbol (f; 0; jP j) is pushed onto the right stak. In step k,the automaton A0 applies the transition (qk�1; P (jP j � 1; 0);>; qk) 2 �0. By de�nition of�0 there must be a q̂ 2 F suh that (qk�1; P (jP j � 1; 0); q̂; qk) 2 �.Choose �0 = (P; (q0; 0; 0); "; (>; P ;�1))�m = (P; (q̂; P ; 0); "; (>; P ;�1)):For every i 2 f1; : : : ; m� 1g let�i = � (P; (qi; yi; xi); �i; � 0i) if i < k(P; (qi; yi; xi); �i(q̂; P ; 0); � 0i) if i � kwhere � 0i results from �i by removing the symbol (f; 0; jP j) (if i � l).We wish to show that �0 ` : : : ` �m. In step k, where A0, in its run, sees a symbol withpseudo state > on its left stak, A rather puts (q̂; P ; 0) onto the empty left stak. In stepl, where A0, in its run, pushes the symbol (f; 0; jP j) onto the (empty) right stak, A rathersees the symbol (>;�1; jP j) and ontinues without stak modi�ation. In the remainingsteps, A works like A0. This shows that P 2 L(A) and thus ompletes the proof. �By symmetry, the above lemma remains true when the roles of r and d are interhanged.The same is true for the other lemmas that follow.Lemma 3.6 Let A1;A2 be PPPAs with �1(q01) = �2(q02) = r. Then L(A1) [ L(A2) isreognized by some PPPA whose hain height is the maximum of the hain heights of A1,A2. �12



Proof Assume w.l.o.g. that Q1 and Q2 are disjoint. Let q0 be a fresh state not in Q1[Q2.Set A = (Q1 [Q2 [ fq0g;�; q0;�; F1 [ F2; �;�), where�(q) := 8<: �1(q) if q 2 Q1�2(q) if q 2 Q2r if q = q0;q � q0 :, q �1 q0 _ q �2 q0 _ q0 �1 q01 _ q0 �2 q02 _ q0 = q0;� := �1 [�2 [ f(q0; a; d; r) j (q01; a; d; r) 2 �1 _ (q02; a; d; r) 2 �2g:One easily veri�es that A is a PPPA with the laimed hain height and that L(A) =L(A1) [ L(A2). �Lemma 3.7 Let A1;A2 be PPPAs with �1(q01) = �2(q02) = r. Then L(A1) � L(A2) isreognized by some PPPA whose hain height is the maximum of the hain heights of A1,A2. �Proof Assume w.l.o.g. that Q1 and Q2 are disjoint. Furthermore we may assume2 thatq01 62 F1 and q02 62 F2. Set A = (Q1 [Q2;�; q01;�; F2; �;�), where�(q) := � �1(q) if q 2 Q1�2(q) if q 2 Q2q � q0 :, q �1 q0 _ q �2 q0 _ q0 �1 q01 _ q0 �2 q02;� := �1 [�2 [ f(q; a; d; r) j q 2 F1 ^ (q02; a; d; r) 2 �2g:One easily veri�es that A is a PPPA with the laimed hain height. To see that L(A) =L(A1)� L(A2), let P 2 L(A1)� L(A2), say P = P1 � P2 with P1 2 L(A1), P2 2 L(A2).For abbreviation, let m1 = P � jP1j. There exists P1-on�gurations �1;0; : : : ; �1;m1 suh that�1;0 is initial, �1;m1 is �nal, and �1;0 `1 : : : `1 �1;m1 . For every i 2 f0; : : : ; m1g write�1;i = (P1; (q1;i; y1;i; x1;i); �1;i; �1;i);for appropriate x1;i, y1;i, �1;i, �1;i. Choose �2;0; : : : ; �2;m2 analogously with analogous nam-ing of states, positions, and stak ontents.For abbreviation, set m = m1 +m2. For i 2 f0; : : : ; mg de�ne �i as follows:�i = 8<: (P; (q0; 0; 0); (>; P ;�1); ") if i = 0;(P; (q1;i; y1;i; x1;i); �1;i; �1;i) if i 2 f1; : : : ; m1g;(P; (q2;i�m1 ; y2;i; jP1j+ x2;i); �2;i; �2;i) if i 2 fm1 + 1; : : : ; m1 +m2g:In order to show that P 2 L(A), we have to show that �0 ` : : : ` �m. It is easy tosee that �0 ` : : : ` �m1 and �m1+1 ` : : : ` �m. By Remark 2.2, �m1 must be of theform (P1 � P2; (q1;m1 ; 0; jP1j); (>; P ;�1); "), thus it results from the starting on�guration�02;0 by prepending the piture P1, whih, as remarked in Remark 2.4, does not a�et theoperation of the PPPA.2This is another point where it would easier to allow the empty piture, beause then this assumptionwould not be neessary. 13



For the onverse diretion, let P 2 L(A). For abbreviation, set m = P � jP j. There existP -on�gurations �0; : : : ; �m suh that �0 ` : : : ` �m and �0 is initial, �m is �nal. Say �i =(P; (qi; yi; xi); �i; �i) for every i, then q0 = q01 2 Q1 and qm 2 F2 � Q2. Let n be minimalsuh that qn 2 Q2. By Remark 2.2, �n must be of the form (P; (qn; 0; x); (>; P ;�1); ") forsome olumn index x. Sine q01 62 F1 and q02 62 F2 we have 0 < x < jP j. Choose pituresP1, P2 suh that P = P1�P2 and jP1j = x. An aepting run for P1 in A1 an be extratedfrom �0 ` : : : ` �n�1 and similarly for P2 from �n ` : : : ` �m using Remark 2.4. Thisshows that P1 2 L1 and P2 2 L2 and thus that P 2 L(A1) � L(A2). This ompletes theproof. �Lemma 3.8 Let A be a PPPA with �1(q0) = r. Then L(A)�+ is reognized by somePPPA whose hain height equals that of A. �Proof Set A0 = (Q;�; q0;�0; F; �;�), where�0 = � [ f(q; a; d; r) j q 2 Fnfq0g ^ (q0; a; d; r) 2 �g:One easily veri�es that A is a PPPA with the laimed hain height. To see that L(A0) =L(A)�+, let P 2 L(A)�+. There exists n � 1 and pitures P1; : : : ; Pn 2 L(A) suh thatP = P1 � : : :� Pn. For all i 2 f1; : : : ; ng there exists qi 2 F suh that(Pi; (q0; 0; 0); (>; P ;�1); ") `� (Pi; (qi; 0; jPij); (>; P ;�1); "):Then by de�nition of �0 we have(Pi; (qi�1; 0; 0); (>; P ;�1); ") `0� (Pi; (qi; 0; jPij); (>; P ;�1); ")for all i 2 f1; : : : ; ng. For every i 2 f0; : : : ; ng, set ji = jP1j+: : :+jPij and �i = (P; (qi; 0; ji);(>; P ;�1); "). Then by Remark 2.4, �0 `0� : : : `0� �n and �0 is initial and �n is �nal, heneP 2 L(A0).Conversely, let P 2 L(A0). There exists n � 1 and on�gurations �0; : : : ; �n, �01; : : : ; �0nsuh that �0 is initial, �n is �nal, and �0 `� �1, and for every i 2 f1; : : : ; ng we have �i ` �0iby appliation of a transition not in � and �0i `� �i+1 by appliation of transitions in �.The states of �0; : : : ; �n are in F � [q0℄, so by Remark 2.2, �i is, for every i, of the form(P; (qi; 0; ji); (>; P ;�1); ") for some qi 2 F suh that 0 = j0 < : : : < jn = jP j. Choosepitures P1; : : : ; Pn suh that P = P1� : : :�Pn and jPij = ji�ji�1 for every i 2 f1; : : : ; ng.Then for every i 2 f2; : : : ; ng we have(Pi; (qi�1; 0; 0); (>; P ;�1); ") `0� (Pi; (qi; 0; 0); (>; P ;�1); ");where the �rst step is the only one that applies a transition not in �. Thus for everyi 2 f2; : : : ; ng we have(Pi; (q0; 0; 0); (>; Pi;�1); ") `� (Pi; (qi; 0; 0); (>; Pi;�1); "):This is true also for i = 1, thus Pi 2 L(A) for every i 2 f1; : : : ; ng. This means P =P1 � : : :� Pn 2 L(A)�+, whih ompletes the proof. �14



Proof Theorem 3.1 Let PPPA denote the lass of PPPA-reognizable piture lan-guages. By Example 3.4, PPPA ontains all those singleton piture languages whoseelement has size 1 � 1. By Lemmas 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8, PPPA is losed under union,olumn onatenation, and olumn losure. By symmetry, PPPA is also losed under rowonatenation and row losure. This implies that REG � PPPA. �The proof shows in partiular that the hain height of the PPPA orresponds to the nestingdepth of row onatenation and -losure on one side and olumn onatenation and -losureon the other side: If that nesting depth for a regular expression is n, there is a PPPA withhain height n that reognizes the spei�ed language. See De�nition 4.6 and Remark 4.8.To prepare the proof of Theorem 3.2, we need another de�nition and a few lemmas.De�nition 3.9 Let A be a PPPA with �(q0) = r. Let q1; q2 2 [q0℄, Q0 � [q0℄. Let P be apiture. We say that A onsumes P from q1 to q2 via Q0 i�(P; (q1; 0; 0); (>; P ;�1); ") `� (P; (q2; 0; jP j); (>; P ;�1); ")in suh a way that the intermediate states are not in [q0℄nQ0. �Note that for a PPPA A with �(q0) = r, we haveL(A) = [f2FfP j A onsumes P from q0 to f via [q0℄g:Lemma 3.10 Let A be a PPPA with �(q0) = r, let P 2 L(A). There exists n � 1 andq1; : : : ; qn 2 [q0℄ and pitures P1; : : : ; Pn suh that P = P1 � : : :� Pn and for every i � 1,the PPPA A onsumes Pi from qi�1 to qi via ;. �Proof Sine P 2 L(A), there is a run R that takes the initial on�guration (P; (q0; 0; 0);(>; P ;�1); ") to the �nal on�guration (P; (f; 0; jP j); (>; P ;�1); ") for some state f 2 F .Choose n � 1 and on�gurations �0; : : : ; �n suh thatR reads �0 `� : : : `� �n and �0; : : : ; �nare exatly those on�gurations of R whose state qi is in [q0℄. (Note that qn = f .)By Remark 2.2, follows that, for every i 2 f0; : : : ; ng, the on�guration �i is of the form(P; (qi; 0; ji); (>; P ;�1); "). We have 0 = j0 < : : : < jn = jP j. Write P = P1 � : : : � Pnsuh that jPij = ji � ji�1 for every i 2 f1; : : : ng. Then A indeed onsumes Pi from qi�1 toqi via ;. �Lemma 3.11 Let A be a PPPA with hain height > 1 and �(q0) = r. Let q1; q2 2 [q0℄.Let L be the set of pitures that A onsumes from q1 to q2 via ;. There exist two PPPAsAd;Ar with smaller hain height than A and L(Ad) [ L(Ar) = L. �Proof Let f be a fresh symbol not in Q. Let Ar be the set of immediate �-suessors qof q0 with �(q) = r. De�ne Ad analogously.
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De�ne Ad = (Q0;�; q1;�d; ffg; �d;�d) and Ar = (Q0;�; q1;�r; ffg; �r;�r) with Q0 =fq1; fg [Qn[q0℄�d(q) := � �(q) if q 2 Qn[q0℄d if q 2 fq1; fg;�r(q) := � �(q) if q 2 Qn[q0℄r if q 2 fq1; fg;q �d q0 :, q � q0 < q0 _ ((9p 2 Ad : q � p) ^ q0 2 fq1; fg);q �r q0 :, q � q0 < q0 _ ((9p 2 Ar : q � p) ^ q0 2 fq1; fg);�d := f(q; a; d; r) 2 � j q; d; r 62 [q0℄g[ f(q1; a; d; r) 2 � j d; r 62 [q0℄ ^ (d < r _ d = >)g[ f(q; a;>; f) j (q; a;>; q2) 2 � ^ (q < q0 _ q = q1)g�r = f(q; a; d; r) 2 � j q; d; r 62 [q0℄g[ f(q1; a; d; r) 2 � j d; r 62 [q0℄ ^ (r < d _ r = >)g[ f(q; a;>; f) j (q; a;>; q2) 2 � ^ (q < q0 _ q = q1)gAd (or Ar) simulates those runs of A that start by moving the head rightwards (or down-wards, respetively).If Ad is started on some input piture P , it simulates any suh run of A started in q1until A tries to push a stak symbol with state in [q0℄ onto the right stak. If this stateis 6= q2, the PPPA Ad annot proeed and thus does not aept. Otherwise it pushes astak symbol with state f onto the right stak and proeeds like A until A pops that staksymbol. Then Ad annot proeed, so P is aepted i� it has been ompletely sanned. �Now we are ready to show that the language aepted by a PPPA is regular.Proof Theorem 3.2 We argue by indution on the hain height of PPPA. Let A bea PPPA of height 1. W.l.o.g. assume �(q0) = r. (Otherwise onsider L(A)>.) Then Aannot make any steps on pitures of height � 2, so L(A) is regular by Lemma 3.3.For the indution step, let A be a PPPA of hain height > 1. We may assume as indutionhypothesis that every piture language reognized by a PPPA with smaller hain heightis regular. Again we assume w.l.o.g. that �(q0) = r. Choose pairwise distint q1; : : : ; qnsuh that [q0℄ = fq0; : : : ; qng. For i; j � n and k � n + 1 we de�ne the piture languageLijk as the set of pitures P suh that A onsumes P from qi to qj via fq0; : : : ; qk�1g. ByLemma 3.11 and indution hypothesis, Lij0 is regular for every i; j. We laim that forevery i; j; k � n we haveLi;j;k+1 = Lijk [ (Likk � Lkkj) [ (Likk � L�+kkk � Lkkj) (1)The diretion \�" of Equation (1) follows from Lemma 3.10. The other diretion is simple.We may onlude by indution over k that Li;j;k is regular for every i; j and every k. Itfollows that L(A) = SfL0;j;n+1 j qj 2 Fg is regular, whih ompletes the proof. �Sine the lass of regular piture languages is losed under rotation, we an onlude thefollowing from Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, whih is not obvious from the de�nition of PPPA.Corollary 3.12 The lass of PPPA-reognizable piture languages is losed under rota-tion. �16



Sine the lass of regular piture languages is not losed under intersetion, we an onludesimilarly:Corollary 3.13 The lass of PPPA-reognizable piture languages is not losed underintersetion (unless the alphabet � is a singleton). �A simple example for a non-regular intersetion of two regular piture languages is the setof all those pitures P over alphabet fa; bg for whih there is one row i and one olumn jsuh that any ell arries a b i� it is in that row i or in that olumn j.In the same way we may onlude:Corollary 3.14 Every PPPA-reognizable piture language is tiling-reognizable. �4 Regular Piture Languages and PeriodiityWe onsider the set N = f1; 2; : : :g of positive integers. A set N � N is ultimately periodii� there exist p; t � 1 suh that 8n � t : n 2 N $ n + p 2 N .Remark 4.1 Let ' : �+ ! N , w 7! jwj. If L is a regular word language, then '(L) � Nis ultimately periodi. Conversely, if N � N is ultimately periodi, then '�1(N) � �+ isa regular word language �We denote the powerset of a set M by 2M . We need the following lemma that has nothingto do with pitures and has probably been proved before by other authors.Lemma 4.2 Let  : � ! 2f0g+ be a mapping suh that  (a) is a regular word languageover f0g for every a 2 �. We lift  to a map �+ ! 2f0g+ as usual, i.e.,  (a1 : : : an) := (a1) : : :  (an). Let L � f0g+ be regular. Then  �1(L) is regular. �Proof The laim follows from the losure of the lass of regular word languages underrational transdutions and inverse rational transdutions. �The following fat is similar to Remark 4.1 and has been shown in [Mat97℄. We de�ne amapping size : �+;+ ! N � N , P 7! (P; jP j) and lift this mapping to piture languages asusual.Remark 4.3 If L is a regular piture language, then size(L) � N � N is a �nite unionof Cartesian produts of ultimately periodi subsets of N . Conversely, if N � N � N is a�nite union of Cartesian produts of ultimately periodi subsets of N , then size�1(N ) is aregular piture language. �The following is a simple onsequene.Remark 4.4 Consider the mapping length : �+;+ ! N , P 7! jP j and lift this mapping topiture languages as usual. Then length(L) is ultimately periodi for every regular piturelanguage L. �17



Let � be another �nite alphabet. A regular substitution from � into � is a mapping 'from � into the lass of regular piture languages over �. Suh a mapping is lifted to theset �+ of non-empty words as follows:8a1; : : : ; an 2 � : '(a1 : : : an) := '(a1)� : : :� '(an):This mapping is further lifted to word languages as usual. Obviously, if M is a regularword language over �, then '(M) is a regular piture language.Remark 4.5 Let ' : � ! �+;+ be a regular substitution. Let N � N be ultimatelyperiodi. De�ne another regular substitution '0 : � ! �+;+, a 7! '(a) \ height�1(N).Then '(M) \ height�1(N) = '0(M) for every word language M over �. �For a piture P , its transposed is denoted P>. As usual, L> = fP> j P 2 Lg for everypiture language L.De�nition 4.6 For n � 1 and a �nite alphabet �, the lass REGr;n(�) of piture lan-guages over � is indutively de�ned as follows:� REGr;1(�) is the set of regular word languages over �.� REGr;n+1(�) is the set of piture languages for whih there is a regular word languageover some alphabet � and a regular substitution ' : �! �+;+ suh that '(a)> is inREGr;n(�) for all a 2 �.For every n � 1, let REGd;n(�) denote the set of piture languages whose transposed is inREGr;n(�). The dependeny to � is usually dropped when it is lear from the ontext. �Equivalently, one may de�ne that REGr;n+1 is the smallest superlass of REGd;n that islosed under union, row onatenation, and row losure.We will all REGr;n the n-th level of the onatenation alternation hierarhy. Obviously,REGr;n � REGr;n+1 for every n � 1, and Sn�1REGr;n = REG.Example 4.7 The language L of Example 2.5 is in REGd;2 \ REGr;2.To see that it is in REGd;2, onsider '1 : f0; 1g ! 2fa;bg+;+ with '1(0) = (fag+)> and'1(1) = (fbg+)>. Then L = '1(f01g+)>.To see that it is in REGr;2, onsider '2 : f0g ! 2fa;bg+;+ with '2(0) = (fabg+)>. ThenL = '2(f0g+). �Remark 4.8 The proofs in Setion 3 show that a language is reognized by a PPPA withhain-height n and �(q0) = r i� it is in REGr;n. By symmetry, the same is true for dinstead of r. �The above remark is important beause it indiates that both the notion of hain-heightand of the onatenation hierarhy are somewhat natural. It is pretty lear that theonatenation hierarhy is strit, i.e., we onjeture that REGr;n ( REGr;n+1 for every n.A proof for this is in preparation. 18



In the following, we will need the levels of the onatenation hierarhy for an indutiveargument. We aim to show Proposition 4.11 stating, roughly speaking, that the partialnessof the onatenation an, on the language level, be overome. We start with a few morede�nitions.Let L be a piture language over �. We say that REGr;n is intersetion resistant if forall piture languages L 2 REGr;n and all ultimately periodi sets N1; N2 � N , the piturelanguage L \ size�1(N1 �N2) is in REGr;n, too.Lemma 4.9 REGr;n is intersetion resistant for every n � 1. �Proof We argue by indution on n. The fat that REGr;1 is intersetion resistant followsfrom Remark 4.1 and the losure of the lass of regular word languages under intersetion.For the indution step, let n � 1 and assume that REGr;n is intersetion resistant.Let L 2 REGr;n+1(�). There exists a �nite alphabet � and a regular substitution ' : �!REGd;n(�) and a regular word language M � �+ suh that L = '(M).Let N1; N2 � N be ultimately periodi.For every X � � we de�ne a regular substitution 'X from X into � as follows'X(a) = '(a) \ height�1 N1 \ \a2X height('(a))! :By indution hypothesis, 'X is indeed a regular substitution. For every X � � we de�ne X : X ! 2f0g+; a 7! f0n j n 2 length('X(a))g and extend this mapping to X+ ! 2f0g+ asusual. Besides, we de�ne � : f0g+ ! N , w 7! jwj. Then  �1X (��1(N2)) = fa1 : : : an 2 X+ j9P12'(ai) : : :9Pn2'(an) : jP1 : : : Pnj 2 N2g = fw 2 X+ j length('X(w)) 2 N2g is aregular word language by Remark 4.1 and beause 'X(w) is a regular word language forevery X � � and every w 2 X+ by Remark 4.4.De�ne KX := 'X(M) \ length�1(N2). Then KX = 'X(M \  �1X (��1(N2))). Sine M \ �1X (��1(N2)) is a regular word language (beause of the losure properties of that lass),KX 2 REGr;n+1(�).Then L \ size�1(N1 �N2)= SX�� �'(M \X+) \ height�1(N1) \ length�1(N2)�= SX�� �'X(M) \ length�1(N2)�= SX��KX :(For the seond equation, diretion \�", see Remark 4.5; for diretion \�" note 'X(M) �'(M \ X+).) Thus L \ size�1(N1 � N2) is a �nite union of languages in REGr;n+1 andtherefore itself in that lass. This ompletes the proof. �Now we de�ne a partial binary operation �0 on piture languages alled the strit olumnonatenation.Let L1; L2 be piture languages. L1 �0 L2 is de�ned as L1 � L2 i�8P1 2 L1 9P2 2 L2 : P1 = P2;8P2 2 L2 9P1 2 L1 : P1 = P2:19



Otherwise, L1 �0 L2 is unde�ned. The strit row onatenation 
0 is de�ned analogously,referring to width rather than height.De�nition 4.10 The lass of stritly regular piture languages is the smallest lass thatontains all singleton languages whose element is of size 1 � 1 and that is losed underunion, strit olumn onatenation, strit row onatenation, olumn losure, and rowlosure. �Intuitively, a piture language is stritly regular i� it an be assembled without exploitingthe partialness of the onatenation: whatever piture has been assembled before mustontribute to the result. Obviously, every stritly regular piture is regular. The onverseis also true:Proposition 4.11 Every regular piture language is stritly regular. �Proof We show by indution over n that every piture language in REGr;n is stritlyregular. For n = 1, this is immediate.Now let n � 1 and assume that every piture language in REGr;n is stritly regular. LetL 2 REGr;n+1.There exists a �nite alphabet � and a regular substitution ' : � ! �+;+ suh that'(a) 2 REGd;n(�) for every a 2 �, and '(M) = L.By Remark 4.3, for every a 2 � there is an ultimately periodi Na � N suh thatheight('(a)) = Na. For every X � �, the set NX := Ta2X Na is ultimately periodi.For every X � �, de�ne a regular substitution 'X : X ! �+;+, a 7! '(a)\ height�1(NX).By Lemma 4.9, 'X(a) is in REGd;n for every a 2 X � �. By indution hypothesis,KX := 'X(�+\M) is the transposed of a stritly regular piture language and hene itselfstritly regular.Now we have L = '(M)= SX��('(�+ \M) \Ta2X height�1(Na))= SX��('(�+ \M) \ height�1(NX))= SX�� 'X(�+ \M)= SX��KX :(For the seond equation, diretion \�", onsider for a word w 2 �+ the set X of all of w'sletters. For the fourth equation, see Remark 4.5.) So L is a �nite union of stritly regularpiture languages and thus stritly regular. This ompletes the proof. �Remark 4.12 Speaking in syntati terms, we have onsidered a sublass of the lass ofregular expressions by forbidding expressions that exploit the partialness of the onate-nations.The above proof shows that a little more than stated in Proposition 4.11: it shows thatfor every regular expression, that sublass ontains an equivalent one with the same on-atenation alternation depth. �20



For every piture P , de�ne front(P ) = P (0; 0) : : : P (0; jP j � 1) as the word in its top row.As usual, we de�ne front(L) = ffront(P ) j P 2 Lg for a piture language L.The following orollary is not ompletely trivial beause in general the inlusionfront(L1 � L2) � front(L1)front(L2)is proper due to the partialness of the olumn onatenation.Corollary 4.13 For every regular piture language L, the word language front(L) is reg-ular. �Proof Let L1; L2 be piture languages. Then front(L1 [ L2) = front(L1)[ front(L2) andfront(L�+1 ) = front(L1)+, and front(L
+1 ) = front(L1). Moreover, if L = L1 �0 L2, thenfront(L) = front(L1)front(L2). Besides, if L = L1 
0 L2, then front(L) = front(L1). Usingthis observation, the laim follows by simple indution from Proposition 4.11. �This last orollary omplements a result of [LS97℄ stating that the ontext-sensitive wordlanguages are exatly those of the form front(L) for a tiling-reognizable piture languageL. In other words, the operation front on tiling-reognizable piture languages leaves theworld of regularity whereas it does not on regular piture languages.This might be interpreted as another indiation that the lass of regular piture languageis robust and naturally orresponds to regular world known from formal word languages.The world of tree languages is another natural and well-studied playground to transferinvestigations of word languages. For a tree, front(t) denotes the sequene of leaf-symbols,so in this world, too, front denotes an operation into the set of words. It is well-knownthat the ontext-free word languages are exatly those of the form front(L) for a regulartree language (where regularity is pretty undoubtedly the \right" de�nition.)5 ConlusionWe have studied the lass of regular piture languages and found a non-deterministiautomaton model that aptures this lass. The following questions may be the subjetof further investigations. Apart from that we have shown that the partialness of the twoonatenations is irrelevant for the assembly of regular piture languages.The two areas have in ommon that the onatenation alternation hierarhy naturally popsup, indiating that this hierarhy deserves investigation by itself.� For pratial purposes, a deterministi automaton model for the lass REG of reg-ular piture languages would be desirable. However, sine REG is not losed underomplement (not even under intersetion), and beause a deterministi automatonmodel typially implies losure under omplement, there is little or no hope that thisis possible.Is there some onvenient sub- or superlass of REG that allows for suh a model andpreserves the nie losure- and deidability properties of REG?21



� Can PPPA be used to onstrut fast algorithms for 2-dimensional pattern mathingand model heking? Maybe one an borrow determinization and minimization teh-niques from ordinary NFA and adapt them to redue the amount of non-determinismneeded.� There are piture languages suh as the set of squares that are very simple but notregular. One possible way out has been presented in [Mat97℄ with the de�nition ofthe lass of regular piture languages with operators.How must the de�nition of PPPA be adapted to apture or subsume that lass inexpressive power?� Is the onatenation alternation hierarhy strit? I onjeture that the answer is yesand that the proof is fairly easy.� Compare the PPPA with the pushdown and queue automata of [AM05℄. Theseapproahes have something in ommon, so maybe there is some uniform way toinvestigate them.� Most of the papers about piture languages hardly exploit the limitation to twodimensions, and this one is no exeption. With a minor inrease of notational e�ort,it should be straightforward to transfer the results of this paper to multi-dimensional\tensor languages", and likewise those of [GRST96, LS94, Mat97℄ and other papers.6 AknowledgmentsI thank Thomas Wilke for his advie and support, as well as for the opportunity to publishthis paper as a tehnial report. I owe gratitude to my girlfriend Kristina Brandst�adter forher patiene while I am physially or mentally absent doing theoretial omputer siene.Referenes[AGM04℄ Marella Anselmo, Dora Giammarresi, and Maria Madonia. Regular expressionsfor two-dimensional languages over one-letter alphabet. In Cristian Calude,Elena Calude, and Mihael J. Dinneen, editors, Developments in Language The-ory, volume 3340 of Leture Notes in Computer Siene, pages 63{75. Springer,2004.[AGM05℄ Marella Anselmo, Dora Giammarresi, and Maria Madonia. New operationsand regular expressions for two-dimensional languages over one-letter alphabet.Theor. Comput. Si., 340(1):408{431, 2005.[AM05℄ Marella Anselmo and Maria Madonia. Simulating two-dimensional reogniz-ability by pushdown and queue automata. In Jaques Farr�e, Igor Litovsky, andSylvain Shmitz, editors, CIAA, volume 3845 of Leture Notes in ComputerSiene, pages 43{53. Springer, 2005.22
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